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ABSTRACT

Today with Standardization of XML as an information exchange over web, huge amount of information is formatted in the XML document. XML documents are huge in size. The amount of information that has to be transmitted, processed, stored, and queried is often larger than that of other data formats. Also in real world applications XML documents are dynamic in nature. The versatile applicability of XML documents in different fields of information maintenance and management is increasing the demand to store different versions of XML documents with time. However, storage of all versions of an XML document may introduce the redundancy. Self describing nature of XML creates the problem of verbosity, in result documents are in huge size. This paper proposes optimistic approach to Re-cluster multi-version XML documents which change in time by reassessing distance between them by using knowledge from initial clustering solution and changes stored in compressed delta. Evolving size of XML document is reduced by applying homomorphic compression before clustering them which retains its original structure. Compressed delta stores the changes responsible for document versions, without decompressing them. Test results shows that our approach performs much better than using full pair-wise document comparison.
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1. INTRODUCTION

W3c established the extensible mark-up language (XML-1.0) in 1988 and XML has become the defacto standard for data representation and exchange of information on the internet [1]. Today it is also important to know the business values of information present on-line. Information available on-line is not only useful for individual user but also to business organizations mostly for decision making purpose. XML offers many features of business functions such as content integration, intelligence and salvage. It is very important to maintain those documents properly and know how to use efficiently information in it.Clustering is data mining task always and always performed using distance measurement on dense regions in dataset [2]. XML documents are semi-structured in nature and it is encode by different textual format [3]. Hence many traditional approaches failed to handle clustering of XML documents. Several clustering approaches are discussed in [4]-[6].

Alternative option to handle XML data is snapshot XML document but in real world content of XML documents is dynamic in nature and changes in it are limitless and not predictable [7]. Every time change in original document is completely treated as completely new XML (version) document rather than considering the degree of change in it. Dynamic XML documents create the demand for multi-version support as it is applicable in many fields of information maintenance and management [8]. So it is necessary to store different versions of XML documents with time. Storage of all the versions of an XML document

increases the redundancy and make searching and querying harder on growing documents. The self-describing feature of XML provides immense flexibility but it introduces the main problem of verbosity which results in huge document sizes, which creates difficulty same as redundancy [9].

This paper introduces an optimistic approach to find new clustering solution of multi-version XML documents which are dynamic in nature. In this approach we do not treat each new XML document as completely new document (version) rather we considers amount of the documents affected. To limit the size and reduce the storage space each document is compressed using designed homomorphic compression scheme (which retain structure like original document) and compressed delta is used to record only affected part of the documents (without decompressing it). Finally up-to-date clustering solution is obtained by using previous know distances calculated during initial clustering and knowledge recorded in compressed delta.

2. WHY XML COMPRESSION?

The self-describing property of XML (schema is repeated for each record) provides flexibility to XML but it also introduces the major problem of verbosity of XML documents which results in huge document size. Large document size affect on storage space, network bandwidth used for data exchange and main memory required for processing. It makes documents searching, querying, and clustering harder. Homomorphic compression scheme retain the original hierarchical structure of the document and compressed format can be accessed and parsed in the same way of the original one [9]. If XML document changes its structure or content, then compressed delta is used to records the changes between two versions without decompressing it. Figure 1 shows documents homomorphic compressed view of our compressor, it avoids element/attribute values repetition by replacing it with unique character.

3. LITERATURE SURVEY

In this section we discuss existing work in the area of change detection and clustering of multi-version XML documents, stressing the fact that any of existing work does not deal time efficiently with reassessing clusters of multi-version XML documents by using notion of compressed delta [10].

Document version detection and management is important in various applications such as software plagiarism detection, web document searching and ranking. To detect the versions, similarities between various files need to be analysed, for this selection of similarity function and threshold value are important. The content and structure similarity as well as application requirement are important factor in designing similarity function. Various schemes have been proposed for detecting changes in multi-version XML documents based on the diff algorithm [12]-[15]. Documents textual content [16], Structure of document [17]-[20] and Document Classification [21], [22].

To do the comparative analysis of change detection schemes need the analysis of various parameters such as change detection between two versions of an XML document, use of relational, delta, or object-referencing approach for change detection, support for ordered XML documents, scalability, supported file size, and representation of unchanged parts [8].

Some change detection schemes explicitly shows the user the changed part of the documents [23]-[25], while other may not show [7], [26]-[30]. Specified schemes should be scalable enough to detect the
changes in XML documents. The storage of intermediate complete versions of XML documents improves the efficiency and space complexity as the required version can be created by using the appropriate intermediate complete version. Query processing becomes faster while a system stores the intermediate complete versions because there is no need to reconstruct the intermediate versions run time.

To cluster XML documents, researcher in recent decade years proposed various schemes. In [31] author proposed methods to discover frequently changing structure (FCS) from a sequence of versions of dynamic XML document, then proposed method named CDX to cluster dynamic XML document collection by using FCSes. In [32] author proposed SemXClust framework, and divide XML document into tree tuple set, then proposed XK-means algorithm and XFIHC algorithm to cluster XML document by using WordNet. A novel Weighted Element Tree Model (WETM) is proposed in [33] for measuring the structural similarity of XML documents, and the WETM model enhances the expression ability of structural information of sub trees. Author in [34] proposed a framework for clustering XML documents by structure, they model the XML documents as rooted ordered labelled trees, then studied the usage of structural distance metrics in hierarchical clustering algorithms to detect groups of structurally similar XML documents. Author in [35] proposed an approach for detecting structural similarity between XML documents which significantly differs from standard methods based on graph-matching algorithms, and allows a significant reduction of the required computation costs.

Approaches for clustering XML documents are useful tools for XML stream mining [36], gene team [37] and web service retrieval [38]. A different technique for clustering series of heterogeneous XML documents proposed by [39]. This considers series (streams) of XML documents and calculates the similarity between each incoming XML document and the existing clusters by using the concept of level structure. Similarity is determined at cluster level rather than pair-wise for individual documents in the clusters.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Proposed approach overview to find up-to-date clustering solution of multi-version XML documents which changes in time is shown in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Overview of the Proposed Approach](image)

Given set of S XML documents, its clustering composition S can be represented as graph of fully connected edges with $S \times (S - 1)/2$ with total number of weighted edges, to get single link clusters of level L, the edges with weight $w \geq L$ have to pruned, resulting connected edges give result cluster [5]. If similarity between two XML documents is used as measure to find clustering solution then weight of the edges connecting documents symbolize the distance between them.

Distance: Distance between two XML documents can be defined by edit operations $Op$ (insert, delete, update) with minimum cost that transform one document into other.
If distance between two documents is smaller, it indicates the higher similarity between them. Hence when total cost operation between two document is equal to zero then these document are said to similar. When any document in initial clustering solution changes then its distance with rest of the documents in the cluster also changes. Depending on the change (i.e number and type) responsible for document version will decide residence of the version (new document) in clustering solution. When new version appears it can be part of original cluster or it might get contained by another one or it form its own cluster. To get up-to-date clustering solution it is required to find the new distances between all XML documents pairs.

To get up-to-date clustering solution after each set of changes applied (when the documents in the initial cluster changes their distances), comparison between all the documents pair is not cost effective way because most of time new version may carries small amount of change or may not modified at all. Option 1 shown in diagram redundant calculates distances between each pair of documents by making full comparison between them. This option incurs more cost as it does not consider degree of changes in the documents, hence most of the operations are unnecessarily repeated.

Our proposed approach is time efficient solution to get current clustering solution by reassessing pairwise distances between the documents. Compressed delta record all the changes responsible for multiple version of the documents without decompressing them. To get current clustering solution, it makes the use of known distances between documents pair before changes applied and set of changes recorded in the compressed delta. It has following advantages; 1) Compression scheme used retains documents in original structure with reduced size, Compressed documents are accessed and parsed in the same way of the original format. 2) Compressed delta records changes applied on documents without decompressing it, helpful for change detection. 3) It considers the degree of changes applied on the documents before finding new clustering solution.

4.1. Working

1) Document Compression - Given set of XML documents are compressed using homomorphic compression scheme, it retains structure of original documents.
2) Finding Initial Clustering Solution - This step gives initial clustering solutions by using distance based clustering algorithm and records distance matrix between all the pairs of the XML documents with direction of minimum cost (this step is executed only once).
3) Obtaining documents version - Here document versions are created (using our version creation program) by applying sort of changes on compressed input XML documents. Compressed delta records all the set of changes between the initial clustering run and current timestamps without using decompression.
4) Obtaining final Clustering Solution - This step is repetitively executed whenever versions appears or current clustering solution is required. It recalculates the new distances between all pairs by using knowledge about changes from compressed delta and distance matrix recorded during initial clustering run.

In this, critical part is finding new distances based on data in compressed delta and previous know distances, in next section we present technique to achieve this.

5. DISTANCE MEASUREMENT

Hierarchical structure of XML easily allows performing operations on the nodes of the documents. Compression scheme we used here retains original document structure. In multi-version XML documents, new versions are obtained by applying insert, update and delete operations in combination on document version nodes and sum of these operations are stored in compressed delta.

**Compressed Delta** - Given dynamic XML document Doc1 with its version Doc1’, compressed delta records the changes from one state of document to another. It consists of a set operations Op(insert, delete, update), execution of it on one state of document Doc1 will return document in state Doc1’. 

**Cost of Compressed Delta** - The cost of compressed delta is sum of operations cost Op(insert, delete, update) listed in the compressed delta.

**Inverted Operation** - Given dynamic XML document Doc1 with its version Doc1’, If an execution of operation Op(insert, delete, update) on document Doc1 returns its version Doc1’, then execution of inverted operation on version Doc1’ returns original document Doc1. i.e insert(A) is inverted operation of corresponding delete(A) and update ( A→B ) is inverted operation of corresponding update(B→A) where A, B are the nodes in an XML documents.

Given an initial clustering solution S containing Doc1 and Doc2 with dist(Doc1, Doc2) is distance between them and ( Doc1→Doc2 ) is the minimum cost direction, if set of changes stored in compressed...
delta (Cδ) transform one document into other, then new distance \( dist' \) between them can be defined by using following formula:

\[
dist'(Doc1' \rightarrow Doc2) = \text{dist}(Doc1, Doc2) \cup C\delta (Doc1 \rightarrow Doc2') - \text{dist}(Doc1, Doc2) \cap C\delta (Doc1, Doc2')
\]

(1)

When Doc1 changes to Doc1’ then to find its new distance with Doc2, common set of operations that transforms Doc1 to Doc1’ with minimum distance need to be subtracted while calculating the distances between Doc1’ and Doc2 as they are equal in results, so only distinct operations need to considered.

\[
dist'(Doc1 \rightarrow Doc2') = \text{dist}(Doc1, Doc2) + C\delta (Doc2 \rightarrow Doc2') - \sum_{i=1}^{q}q_{i} + Q_{i}^{invert}
\]

(2)

Here \( O_{i} \) are the \( p \) operations from dist (Doc1, Doc2) which have consequent inverted operations \( O_{i}^{invert} \) in \( C\delta \) (Doc2, Doc2’), \( 1 \leq i \leq p \). It means the set of operations which gives minimum distance between Doc1 and Doc2, and were subsequently inverted during Doc2 transformation into Doc2’ need to be subtracted when calculating the distance between Doc1 and Doc2’, as their combined effect is null, whereas only the distinct non-inverted operations need to be counted.

\[
dist'(Doc1' \rightarrow Doc2) = \left| \left| \text{dist}(Doc1, Doc2) \cup C\delta (Doc1', Doc2) \right| - \text{dist}(Doc1, Doc2) \cap C\delta (Doc1', Doc2) \right| + \sum_{i=1}^{q}q_{i} + Q_{i}^{invert}
\]

(3)

Here \( O_{i} \) are \( q \) residual operations from dist(Doc1, Doc2) after removing repeated operations from \( C\delta \) which have consequent inverted operations \( O_{i}^{invert} \) in \( C\delta \) (Doc2, Doc2’), \( 1 \leq i \leq p \). When both Doc1 and Doc2 have changed into its respective versions Doc1’ and Doc2’, above both formulas are applicable to find new distance \( \text{dist}'(Doc1', Doc2') \). First we add the cost of \( d \) and \( C\delta \) and purge the operations that are repeated in both \( d \) and \( C\delta \) and remove remaining operations those are inverted in \( C\delta \).

\[
dist'(Doc1, Doc2) = d(Doc1, Doc2).
\]

(4)

When both documents Doc1 and Doc2 do not change, then the new distance \( dist \) is the same with the old distance \( dist \).

### 6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

Proposed approach is implemented using Java. To evaluate the performance of proposed approach we extracted documents of variable size from XML data repository with an average number of levels of 4 [40]. Initial clustering solution is obtained for compressed set of input XML documents by finding minimum distances between all the document pairs. Then distances between all document pair in the clustering solution along with the set of operations corresponding to each minimum distance is recorded. To get new documents version we applied different percentages of changes on compressed input XML documents. Main objective of the evaluation is to compare (after changes applied) time required to find new clustering (Re-clustering) solution of the documents with and without compression using full document comparison scheme (FDC) with our proposed approach.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No of Documents</th>
<th>Documents Original Size (Kb)</th>
<th>Size after Compression (Kb)</th>
<th>Changes Applied to get Versions (%)</th>
<th>Clustering Time (millisecond)</th>
<th>Proposed Approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>1548</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>4589</td>
<td>3225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>9947</td>
<td>5610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1040</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>14135</td>
<td>8256</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Experimental results are shown in Table 1. These results clearly demonstrate that applied compression scheme satisfactorily reduces the documents size. Last column shows proposed approach is time
efficient to find new clustering (by reassessing new distances) than using full pair-wise comparison between the documents.

Result charts are shown in Figure 3. Charts also clearly demonstrate that our proposed approach performs well even if the number of documents and applied percentage of changes (to get new version) increased.

![Figure 3. Experiment Result Chart](image)

7. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have proposed an optimistic approach for clustering multi-version xml documents when distances between initially clustered documents have changed. After document version appears every time running of full pair-wise documents comparison on the entire modified document set is expensive solution as it incur redundant operations. Our proposed approach allows reassessing the pair-wise XML document distance by finding effect of the temporal changes on known distances between initially clustered documents. This proposed approach is both time and I/O effective, as homomorphic compression scheme is applied on input XML documents and the numbers of operations involved in reassessing the distance are highly reduced.
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